
+Library is an enabler towards 
zero environmental footprint

+Logbook is a new way to manage logbooks on board by replacing traditional 
paper logbooks like Oil Record Book, Deck & Bridge, Compass Observation and 
others as required, with a digital logbook system. Radio Holland’s +Logbook, 
is accurate and complete, making it a reliable and verifiable alternative to 
traditional paper logbooks

Easy to use

+Logbook is intuitive and easy to use and makes it 

quick and easy to access multiple logbooks in one 

place. It closely replicates paper logbooks to give a 

familiar feel so users can get up and running quickly.

Accurate logs

+Logbook reduces human error by ensuring the data 

entered is legible and mistakes due to handwriting are 

eliminated. The role-based access control ensures only 

those qualified to enter events do so.

+LOGBOOK
Electronic Logbook

Key features

 n Increased legibility – no unclear 
handwriting!

 n Intuitive, easy to use and set up
 n Role-based access control to features 
and individual logbooks

 n Handles log entry and approval process
 n Facilitates ISM-SMS processes
 n Minimum logistics – no need to courier 
logbooks to and from the ship

 n Trouble-free sharing of records with 
shore operations

 n Easy to access multiple logbooks
 n Historical Records - Export of logs to 
PDF



ALWAYS THERE. EVERYWHERE.
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ALWAYS THERE. EVERYWHERE.

LOGBOOK

For more information,  
contact one of our experts today

E enavigation@radioholland.com 
www.radioholland.com

Reduced administration

Logbooks have to be stored for up to five years, taking 

up valuable space on board. +Logbook replaces all of 

them with one easy to use digital system. What’s more, 

it enables ship owner to contribute with minimum 

environmental footprint.

Offline operation

You don’t need internet access to activate the 

logbooks on board. The data is stored on the vessel.

Accurate audits

For auditing purposes, all data entered in +Logbook is 

saved in the history, even if the data is deleted. Deleted 

log entries are shown as crossed out, replicating a 

paper logbook.

Flexible system

+Logbook fits to the specific needs and infrastructure 

on each vessel – it works either all on one computer, 

where +Logbook and the collected data are stored 

together or alternatively, +Logbook can be run on 

many computers and the collected data is stored on a 

server to give multiple access points.

Secure access

Each user has a unique login and there are allocated 

access rights. This ensures the correct people are 

approving logs in the logbooks. A PIN can be set to 

make logging in quicker.

Vessel particulars

With +Logbook, the vessel particulars are only added 

once for all logbooks. There is no need to input the 

same information for each logbook.

Purchasing logbooks

Logbooks are pre-installed in +Logbook and are 

accessed by purchasing a one-year subscription.

+Logbook is an enabler to reduce your 

carbon footprint!

Radio Holland’s eNavigation applications can be used on any  

commercial of the shelf computer

RADIO HOLLAND KEEPS YOU AT THE FOREFRONT OF NAVCOM TECHNOLOGY

Our innovative suite of digital solutions makes passage planning 

safe, efficient, optimized and environmental friendly.

+LOGBOOK

+LIBRARY

+PLANNER


